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    Abstract     Marketing literature suggests that price endings can have an impact on 
consumers’ evaluations of the product as well as his/her intention to buy. Retailers 
often use odd prices, e.g. prices ending in ‘9’. While also bundles of products are 
regularly offered with odd prices, literature on the application of odd and even 
prices in bundles is nearly non-existent. In this research, we investigate the impact 
of odd and even priced bundle components as well as odd and even total prices on 
consumer preferences. 

 Choice-based conjoint analysis is applied to investigate preferences. Using a 
hierarchical Bayesian approach, we allow for consumer heterogeneity. Individual- 
specifi c variables (price- and quality consciousness) are included as concomitant 
variables. Members of a national online panel completed an online questionnaire, 
including 11 choice sets. In each choice set, the respondents chose between pur-
chasing a desk chair, a trolley, a bundle of these products or none of these options. 
The products and the bundle were presented with varying prices ending in odd or 
even numbers. 

 We fi nd only weak indication for direct effects of an odd component price on the 
choice probability of the respective component. The preference for the bundle 
increases if both components are labelled with even prices instead of using odd com-
ponent prices. This result suggests that consumers use even prices as an indicator of 
quality and therefore prefer bundles consisting of even priced components. The pref-
erence for the bundle does not only depend on the price ending of the components, 
but also on the last digit of the bundle price. The bundle choice probability increases 
with an odd bundle price as compared to an even bundle price. This outcome appears 
plausible because we do not expect a quality image effect for the bundle price. 
Therefore, the odd total price causes level effects or price image effects. As a conse-
quence, the probability of buying the bundle is highest if both components are 
labelled with even prices, whereas the total bundle price has an odd price ending. We 
did not fi nd evidence for moderating effects of price- or quality consciousness.    
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